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Soft Error Tolerant Count Min Sketches
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F

Abstract—The estimation of the frequency of the elements on a set
is needed in a wide range of computing applications. For example, to
estimate the number of hits that a video gets or the number of packets
in a network flow. In some cases, the number of elements in the set is
very large and it is not practical to maintain a table with the exact count
for each of them. Instead, simpler and more efficient data structures,
commonly referred to as sketches, that provide an estimate are used.
Among those structures the Count Min Sketch (CMS) is one of the most
popular sketches. The CMS provides estimates that have one sided
errors. In more detail, the CMS returns an estimate that is equal to
or larger than the actual value. An update or check requires a small
and constant number of memory accesses and the memory footprint is
fixed and does not depend on the number of elements. The CMS relies
on several arrays of counters that are stored in memory. Memories are
prone to suffer soft errors that flip the contents of memory cells due
for example to ionizing radiation. Therefore, it is of interest to study
the impact that soft errors can have on the CMS estimates and to
propose protection techniques that minimize their effect while requiring
low overhead in terms of additional memory and circuitry. To the best
of our knowledge this has not been done before. In this paper, first
the effect of soft errors on the CMS is evaluated by injecting errors.
Then, in the second part a protection technique that does not require
additional memory bits is presented and compared with the protection
using a parity bit. In the last part of the paper, the technique is extended
to protect also against double adjacent bit errors.

Index Terms—Soft errors, frequency estimation, count min sketch.

1 INTRODUCTION

Estimating the frequency of elements in a data set is an
important problem in computing [1]. An exact computa-
tion of the frequency can be done by adding the elements
with an associated counter to a table and increasing the
corresponding counter each time an element is found in
the set. However, as the size and number of data sets
to analyze grows, an exact computation of the frequency
becomes unpractical and it is common to use data structures
that provide an approximate estimate [2]. These structures
commonly referred to as Sketches do not assign a counter to
each element and instead rely on all the elements sharing a
pool of counters. This is typically done using several hash
functions to map elements to counters [3]. This means that
due to hash collisions, several elements can map to the same
counter so that it does not store the value that corresponds
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to any of them. This can be mitigated by using positive
and negative increments for the counters as done in the
Count Sketch (CS) [3] or by using only positive increments
but selecting the minimum value of the counters that an
element maps to. This is done in the Count Min Sketch
(CMS) which is one of the most widely used [4]. The CMS
can be improved by using conservative increments that
only update the counters that have the minimum value
[5] or by using fingerprints associated with each counter
to reduce the increment when consecutive updates have
different fingerprints [6].

In many applications, the frequency of the elements
is highly skewed so that a minority of elements appears
many times and most elements appear only a few times.
This is for example the case in network traffic [7]. In those
cases, the values of the counters in a CMS are also skewed
with a few counters having large values while most having
small ones. This can be exploited to design sketches that
adapt to different counting ranges or that try to compress
the counters that store small values [8]. Typically, sketches
would be able to provide more accurate estimates for the
elements that appear many times as they are less affected
by hash collisions. Instead, elements with low frequencies
can have significant deviations from the sketch estimate to
the actual value due to collisions.

Sketches in general and the CMS in particular rely on one
or several pools of counters that are stored in memory. A po-
tential issue is that memories are prone to suffer errors that
can modify the value of the bits stored in the memory cells
[9]. For example, radiation induced soft errors are an impor-
tant issue in advanced memories [10]. To protect memories
and avoid data corruption, Error Correction Codes (ECCs)
are widely used in memories [11] and new codes are being
developed to target the error patterns relevant for new
memory technologies [12], [13]. For example, a parity bit
can be added to each memory word to detect single bit
errors or a Single Error Correction (SEC) code to correct
them. The use of ECCs implies additional costs as memory
cells have to be added to store the parity bits and circuitry
is needed to encode the data when writing to the memory
and decode it to detect or correct errors when reading from
it. An alternative, when the memory is used for a particular
data structure or application, is to design protection schemes
that exploit the application or data structure properties to
provide protection against errors. Such algorithmic based
error tolerant schemes have for example been developed for
Bloom filters [14].

This paper considers the effects of soft errors on the
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CMS and presents an efficient protection technique that does
not require additional memory bits. In the first part of the
paper, the effects of soft errors on a CMS are evaluated
using as case study a network monitoring application that
counts the number of packets in network flows. The results
show that the CMS is able to mask some errors so that
they do not affect the frequency estimates. This occurs for
example, when a counter that stores a large value and thus
is not used as estimate for any flow suffers an error that
increases the value. However, some errors can introduce
significant deviations on the estimates for some flows. The
second part of the paper considers the protection of the
CMS. To protect the CMS two alternatives are considered,
the use of a parity bit per counter and a new technique that
exploits the features of the CMS to provide protection with-
out adding parity bits. Both schemes have been evaluated
and the results show that the proposed scheme provides
almost the same level of protection at a lower cost. The
main contributions of the paper are to analyze the effects
of soft errors on the Count Min Sketch (CMS) and to show
that efficient algorithmic error tolerant protection schemes
can be designed for counting sketches. This paves the way
for further research on designing efficient error protection
schemes for other sketches given their wide adoption in
computing and networking applications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides a brief overview of the Count Min Sketch (CMS).
The effect of soft errors on the CMS is evaluated on section
3 that summarizes the results of error injection simulations.
The proposed protection scheme is presented in section 4
and evaluated in section 5. In section 6, the extension of
the proposed protection scheme to protect against multiple
bit errors is briefly discussed. The paper ends with the
conclusions in section 7.

2 THE COUNT MIN SKETCH

To estimate the frequency of elements, the Count Min Sketch
(CMS) uses a set of r arrays of k counters to which elements
are mapped using hash functions. The elements are mapped
to counter hi(x) on the ith array such that each element is
mapped to r counters, one per array [4]. The CMS supports
two operations Update(x) and Estimate(x). The update
operation, increases the counters associated with element
x. To do so, the counters on positions hi(x) are read and
incremented on the ith array. To estimate the frequency of
an element x, the CMS reads the counters on positions hi(x)
on the ith array and returns the minimum value. The CMS
is illustrated in Figure 1 that shows the estimate operation
for an element x. The algorithms to update and estimate the
frequency of an element are given in Algorithms 1,2.

Algorithm 1 Update(x)
1: for i← 1 to r do
2: read counter in position hi(x) of the ith array.
3: set counter = counter +1
4: write counter in position hi(x) of the ith array
5: end for

The estimates of a CMS can only be equal to or larger
than the actual value. Therefore estimation errors are one

Fig. 1. Illustration of a CMS with r = 4 and k = 10.

Algorithm 2 Estimate(x)
1: set cmin to a large value
2: for i← 1 to r do
3: read counter in position hi(x) of the ith array.
4: if counter < cmin then
5: set cmin = counter
6: end if
7: end for
8: return cmin

sided towards overestimation. The actual value is obtained
when no other elements are mapped to at least one of
the r counters associated with element x. Therefore, better
estimates are obtained when either r of k are large. This
however increases the memory footprint needed to imple-
ment the CMS. The accuracy of the CMS can be improved
by using conservative updates so that when updating the
counters associated with an element, only those with the
minimum value are increased [5]. Fingerprints can also be
used to detect when different elements update the same
counter and reduce the increments [6].

3 IMPACT OF SOFT ERRORS ON THE CMS
As discussed in the introduction, a soft error can flip a
bit stored in a memory. For a CMS such a bit flip can
either increment or decrement a counter. If the counter value
increases as a result of the bit flip, then the CMS may
introduce a larger error in the estimation for some elements
but the estimation error remains one sided. Instead, if the
bit flip decreases the value of the counter, the CMS may
return an estimate that is smaller than the actual value.
Therefore, estimation errors are no longer one sided. In
more detail, a bit flip that increments a counter would only
affect the estimates of the elements that had that counter as
their minimum. Instead, errors that decrement a counter can
potentially affect all the elements that map to that counter.
That would be the case when for example the counter stores
a value ’10000000’ and the bit flip changes the counter to
’00000000’. Therefore, it seems that errors that reduce the
counter value have potentially a larger effect on the CMS.

To evaluate the impact of soft errors on the CMS on a
realistic configuration, bit flips have been injected on a CMS
used to estimate the number of packets in network flows.
This is done using publicly available packet traces from
the CAIDA network monitors in Chicago (CHI15) [15] and
San Jose (SJ12) [16] and from the MAWI project [17]. The
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traces correspond to one minute of traffic and the number
of packets and flows for each trace are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1
Traces used to evaluate the CMS

Trace Number of packets Number of flows
CHI15 36.8M 1.6M

SJ12 32.8M 13.5M
MAWI 12.9M 0.3M

The parameter used to measure the impact of a soft error
on a counter of the CMS is the deviation that it introduces
on the estimates of the elements that map to that counter.
More precisely, let us consider that an error is introduced
on a counter c and that the error free CMS estimate of
element x that maps to that counter is enoerror(x) and the
CMS estimate once the error is inserted is eerror(x). Then
the deviation suffered by element x is the difference of the
CMS estimates d(x) = eerror(x) − enoerror(x). When the
deviation is negative, the error reduces the estimate and can
lead to underestimation and conversely when it is positive,
it increases the estimate and can lead to overestimation.

In line with other works on radiation induced soft errors,
the error model considered is single bit errors on a counter
[9]. This means that at a given time, there is only a counter
in error which is reasonable as soft errors are rare events
and it is inline with the assumptions made when designing
most error correction codes for memories [11].

To evaluate the impact of soft errors, bit flips have been
injected on each of the counter bits and counter and then
the estimates for the elements that map to that counter
have been computed and compared to those of an error
free CMS. To speed up the error injection simulations, a
bit position b is selected and then that bit is flipped in all
the counters of one of the r arrays and the estimates for all
flows are recomputed. Note that this ensures that exactly
one counter has suffered a flip on bit b for each element
x as each element maps to one and only one counter per
array. Therefore, this accelerated simulation effectively tests
the error model on which any element is affected by a single
error. The difference between the estimate and the error free
estimate is logged for all the flows. The process is repeated
for all the r arrays.

As an example, the results for the SJ12 trace with r = 4,
k = 524288 and counters of 16 bits are discussed next.
Figure 2 shows the deviations from the error free estimation
when injecting errors on the fourth bit (starting from the
least significant one). In this case, the counter value is
increased (reduced) by eight when the bit is flip from 0 to
1 (1 to 0). The Figure shows both the cases on which the
bit flip leads to overestimation (top) and underestimation
(bottom). The x-axis has the magnitude of the deviation
from the error free estimate and the y-axis the percentage
of times that this value occurs. The plots are on logarithmic
scale on both axis so that small values of the deviation
and frequency can be seen. A first observation is that the
maximum deviation is eight as expected. The bit flip can
lead to both overestimation and underestimation. The first
case occurs when a counter that is the minimum for a flow
increases due to the bit flip. The second when the counter
that was the minimum decreases or when another counter

decreases and becomes the minimum. Since the counter
values are much larger than eight, the deviations take all
possible values.

Fig. 2. Percentage of flips on bit four that introduce a given deviation on
the estimate for the SJ12 trace with k = 512k, r = 4

Figure 3 shows the deviations when the bit flip affects
bit eight. In this case, the deviations are limited to 128. For
overestimation, larger values are significantly less frequent.
This can be explained as overestimation only occurs when
the minimum counter for a flow increases. In that case, if
the increment is large, it is likely that another counter be-
comes the minimum and the overestimation is smaller than
128. For underestimations, the probabilities are in general
smaller. This is because many counters are smaller than 128
and thus a bit flip on bit 8 cannot reduce their value as that
bit is zero. There is a peak for deviations that correspond to
the bit value. Those occur when the minimum counter has
the bit set to 1 and the bit flip resets it to 0. The same trends
are seen for bit 12 on Figure 4.

Fig. 3. Percentage of flips on bit eight that introduce a given deviation on
the estimate for the SJ12 trace with k = 512k, r = 4

The results for the most significant bit are shown in
Figure 5. In this case, the are very few underestimations.
This is because only a very small fraction of the counters
take values larger than 32768 and are thus susceptible to
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Fig. 4. Percentage of flips on bit twelve that introduce a given deviation
on the estimate for the SJ12 trace with k = 512k, r = 4

underestimation. A similar behaviour occurs for overesti-
mation which does not occur for large values.

Fig. 5. Percentage of flips on bit sixteen that introduce a given deviation
on the estimate for the SJ12 trace with k = 512k, r = 4

After discussing the impact on bit flips on different bits,
let us consider the overall impact for all bits. The results
when considering errors on all bits are summarized on
Figure 6 where the contributions of each bit to the underes-
timation are clearly observed. Looking at the overall results,
the CMS shows some robustness as in many cases, there are
no deviations and when the estimate suffers a deviation it
tends to be small. For an application perspective, underesti-
mations are potentially more dangerous as they can modify
the CMS behaviour qualitatively (recall that the CMS has
one sided deviations with no underestimation). The results
for the other two traces are shown in Figures 7,8 and show
a similar behaviour.

4 PROTECTING THE CMS
To protect the CMS a direct solution would be to use a
memory protected by an error correction code to store the
counters [11]. For example, if a Single Error Correction (SEC)
code is used, then single bit flips would be corrected and
therefore would not affect the CMS estimates. This however
has a number of issues. The first one are the costs associated
with an error correction code: additional memory bits per

Fig. 6. Percentage of bit flips that introduce a given deviation on the
estimate for the SJ12 trace with k = 512k, r = 4

Fig. 7. Percentage of bit flips that introduce a given deviation on the
estimate for the MAWI trace with k = 32k, r = 4

word and circuitry to encode and decode when writing
and reading from the memory. For the 16 bit counters
considered, the number of parity check bits needed by a
SEC code would be 5 thus introducing a 5/16 overhead on
the memory size. This is above 30% and thus can have a
significant impact on the total cost. Instead, the encoding
and decoding circuitry for a SEC code is not complex and
could in many cases be simpler than that needed for the
hash functions needed in the CMS. The second one is that
in some cases, the hardware platform is given and if the
memory is not protected, the designer cannot change it.
Therefore, in general it would be good to find protection
techniques that require a lower cost and that do not require
changes on the underlying memory, even if the protection is
not as good as that of using an error correction code.

An alternative to lower the cost would be to use a single
parity bit per counter (as in this case the memory overhead
is only 1/16) to detect errors and then discard the counters
that are in error. This could introduce some deviations on
the CMS estimates but would preserve the one sided errors.
Intuitively, the impact on the estimations should be small in
most cases as the remaining r − 1 counters can be used
for the estimation. This is the first protection technique
considered in the rest of the paper. However, when the
memory used is not parity protected, this is not an option.
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Fig. 8. Percentage of bit flips that introduce a given deviation on the
estimate for the CHI15 trace with k = 128k, r = 4

To protect the CMS without adding additional parity
bits, it is interesting to recall that in many applications the
frequency of elements is highly skewed and only a few
elements have large counter values. Therefore, the upper
counter bits would be zero in most cases. For example, for
the CMS evaluated in the first experiment of the previous
section, the MSB of the counter was zero in most of the
counters for the CHI15, SJ12 and MAWI traces. This obser-
vation can be exploited to propagate errors to the MSB as
proposed in [18]. The idea is to replace the MSB with the
parity of the counter when it is written. Then when reading
the counter, the original MSB is recovered by doing an xor of
the stored MSB and the rest of the bits. Therefore, in an error
free scenario, all counter bits can be used to store the values
normally. However, when there is any single bit error on the
stored bits the value of the MSB would also be flipped. This
is better seen with some examples.

The overall scheme is shown in Figure 9 that illustrates
how instead of the original MSB, the parity of all counter bits
is written to the memory in the MSB. In the example shown,
a value of ’10010101’ is stored instead of the original value of
’00010101’. Then when reading, the same operation is done
to recover the original MSB. Therefore, the MSB can be used
normally and the counter can store the same range of values
as in an unprotected implementation. Let us consider now
that a bit stored in memory is flipped as shown in Figure 10
for the bit underlined in red. Then, the recovered MSB is also
flipped as shown in the Figure. Therefore, the value read
would be ’10000101’ instead of ’00010101’ so that two bits
are different. In particular, the MSB has been changed from
0 to 1 which for a CMS would mean that now the counter
has a large value. This would be in most cases equivalent
to removing that counter from consideration as now it will
not be the minimum for any element. This is an interesting
observation as it means that since most counters will have
small values, the scheme would provide a protection similar
to that of parity. Let us now consider that the counter takes a
value ’10000010’, then the value ’00000010’ would be stored
in the counter. If later the counter is read, the logic would
decode the MSB and recover the original value ’10000010’.
This second example illustrates how in the error free case,
all the bits in the counter can be used to store values and

thus the counters can store the same range of values as in
an unprotected implementation.

Fig. 9. Error propagation scheme to the MSB [18].

Fig. 10. Example of a bit flip propagating to the MSB.

Let us describe the proposed protection scheme more
formally. The write and read operations to the memory are
modified such that to write a value c formed by bits ci with
i = 0, 1, ...,MSB, we compute wi as follows: wi = ci for
all bits except the MSB. For the MSB we do wMSB = c0
xor c1 xor ... xor cMSB . Conversely, when reading from the
memory the counter bits are recovered by doing ci = wi

for all bits except the MSB. For the MSB we do cMSB = w0

xor w1 xor ... xor wMSB . This is the only change needed.
The update and estimate operations of the CMS remain the
same. The main advantage compared to a parity protection
is that we do not need to add a parity bit to the memory.
Therefore, the protection scheme can be used for systems on
which the memory is unprotected.

The effectiveness of the proposed scheme will depend
on the distribution of the counter values and the CMS
parameters. In the next section, this is evaluated using the
same packet traces used to assess the impact of soft errors
on the unprotected CMS.

Finally, an interesting observation that applies both to
parity protection and the proposed scheme is that it may be
counterproductive to protect the lower bits. For example, an
error on the least significant bit can only introduce a devi-
ation of one in the estimate. Instead if the bit is protected
with parity, we would not use that counter and the estimate
would be done based on the remaining r − 1 counters.
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Thiswouldin mostcasesintroducealargeroverestimation.
However,adrawbackofnotprotectingthelowerbitsis
thattherecanbeunderestimationduetobitflips.Inthe
following wefocusonthecase where we wanttoavoid
underestimationandthusallbitsareprotected.

5 EVALUATION

Inthissection,theeffectivenessoftheproposedschemeis
evaluatedandcomparedtothatofparityprotection.Todo
so,thesamesimulationspresentedinsection3havebeen
runbutonaparityprotectedCMSandaCMSprotected
withtheproposedtechnique.Theresultsobtainedforthe
threetracesconsideredarepresentedinFigures11,12,13.
Thefirst(top)plotshowstheoverestimationfortheparity
protectedCMS.Thesecondplotshowstheoverestimation
whenthe CMSisprotectedusingtheproposedscheme.
Finally,thethird(bottom)plotshowstheunderestimation
whentheCMSisprotectedusingtheproposedscheme.It
isimportanttorecallthatforparityprotectionunderestima-
tionisnotpossibleandthusnoplotisneeded.Itcanbeseen
thattheoverestimationisverysimilarforbothschemes.As
forunderestimation,itcanoccurintheproposedschemebut
withverylowprobability.In moredetailfortheSJ12trace,
allunderestimationvaluesarebelow105.Forthe MAWI
tracetheprobabilitiesarebelow2·104 andfor CHI15
below104.Theoverestimationvaluesandprobabilitiesare
similarforboththeproposedtechniqueandparityprotec-
tion.Theseresultsshowthattheproposedschemeachieves
asimilarprotectiontothatofparityforoverestimationand
eliminates mostoftheunderestimationsleavingonlysome
residualcasesthatoccur withlowprobability.Therefore,
theproposedschemecanbeaninterestingoptiontoprotect
theCMSonsystemsin whichtheunderlying memoryis
unprotectedandaddingparityisnotanoption.

Fig.11.Percentageofbitflipsthatintroduceagivendeviationonthe
estimateofCMSprotectedwiththeproposedschemeandparityforthe
SJ12tracewithk=512k,r=4

Finally,itisofinteresttodiscusstheprotectionofthe
lowerbits.Tothatend,thedeviationsforanunprotected
andaparityprotectedCMSarecomparedfordifferentbits
inFigures14,15fortheSJ12trace.Itcanbeseen,thatnot

Fig.12.Percentageofbitflipsthatintroduceagivendeviationonthe
estimateofCMSprotectedwiththeproposedschemeandparityforthe
MAWItracewithk=32k,r=4

Fig.13.Percentageofbitflipsthatintroduceagivendeviationonthe
estimateofCMSprotectedwiththeproposedschemeandparityforthe
CHI15tracewithk=128k,r=4

protectingthelowerbits wouldreducetheoverestimation
errorasdiscussedintheprevioussection.Forthistrace,
thisoccursuptoapproximatelybitsixforwhichthebenefit
becomessmallasseeninFigure15.However,leavingthose
bitsunprotected wouldleadtounderestimationasseenin
bothFigures.Therefore,dependingontheimportanceof
over(under)estimationsforagivenapplication,it maybe
bettertoleavethosebitsunprotectedornot.

6 PROTECTINGAGAINSTMULTIPLEBITERRORS

Althoughsinglebiterrorsarethe mostfrequentsofterror
pattern,astechnologyscales,softerrorscanaffect more
thanonebit[10],[19].Inparticular,adjacentbiterrorscan
occur whenradiationaffectsanarealargerthanasingle
memorycell[12].Inthatcase,bothparityandtheproposed
protectionarenoteffectivewhenthenumberofbitsflipped
iseven,asisthecaseinadoubleadjacenterror.Toprotect
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Fig.14.Percentageofflipsonbitfourthatintroduceagivendeviation
ontheestimatefortheSJ12tracewithk=512k,r=4

Fig.15.Percentageofflipsonbitsixthatintroduceagivendeviationon
theestimatefortheSJ12tracewithk=512k,r=4

againstsucherrors,interleavedparitybitscanbeused.
Forexample,ifaparitybitisusedfortheevenbitsand
anotherfortheoddbits,thenadoubleadjacenterrorwould
produceaparity mismatchonbothparitybits. Obviously,
duplicatingtheparitybitsimpliesanadditionalcostin
termsof memorybits.

Fortheproposedscheme,thesameideacanbeusedso
thaterrorsoneven(odd)bitsarepropagatedtothe MSB
(MSB-1).Then,halfofthesinglebiterrors wouldnotflip
the MSB(they wouldflipthe MSB-1).This mayreducethe
effectivenessoftheprotectionasthe MSB-1 wouldbeused
morefrequentlythanthe MSBinmostapplications.Toavoid
thisissue,thefollowingencodingisproposed:

cMSB =dMSB xordMSB 2xordMSB 3xor...d0

cMSB 1=dMSB 1xordMSB 3xordMSB 5xor...d0

crest=drest

where disthecountervaluetostoreandcarethebits
writtentothe memory.Thesameequationsusing conthe
rightsideareusedtorecoverthecountervalueontheleft
sidewhenreadingfrom memory.

Itcanbeseenthatthe MSBnowstoresthexorofall
thebitsexceptthe MSB-1.Therefore,anysingleerrorin
anyofthosebits wouldflipthe MSB. Onlyasinglebit
onthe MSB-1 wouldnotflipthe MSB.Thisensuresthat
protectionisoptimizedforsinglebiterrorsthatareusually
thedominanterrorpattern.Instead,doubleadjacentbit
errors wouldflipthe MSB-1thatisthexoroftheevenbits
(assumingcountershaveanevennumberofbits)providing
alsosomeprotection.

The protection describedhasbeenimplementedand
testedonthesamepackettraces.Firstly,singlebiterrors
wereinjectedtocheckthatthelevelof protection was
similartothatoftheoriginaltechniqueforsingleerrors.
Thendoubleadjacenterrors wereinsertedandtheresults
comparedtoanunprotectedimplementation.Figures16,17
showtheresultsforthe MAWItrace withnoprotection
andtheproposedprotectionrespectively.Itcanbeobserved
thattheproposedschemeisabletodrasticallyreducethe
underestimationprovidinganefficientprotection.Similar
resultswereobtainedfortheothertwotraces.

Fig.16.Percentageofdoubleadjacentbitflipsthatintroduceagiven
deviationontheestimateofanunprotectedCMSforthe MAWItrace
withk=32k,r=4

7 CONCLUSIONSANDFUTURE WORK

Inthispaper,theeffectsofsofterrorsontheCount Min
Sketch(CMS)havebeenconsidered.Firsttheirimpacton
theCMSfrequencyestimationshasbeenevaluatedusing
faultinjection.Thenbasedontheanalysisoftheresults,the
protectionoftheCMShasbeenconsideredandanewpro-
tectiontechniquehasbeenpresented.Theproposedscheme
exploitstheskewinthecountervaluesthatisfoundinmany
applicationstopropagateerrorstothe mostsignificantbit.
Thisincreasestheerroneouscountervaluethusremovingit
inmostcasesascandidateforestimation.Therefore,ithasa
similareffectasthatofparityprotectionbutdoesnotrequire
additionalparitybitsinthe memory.

Theproposedschemehasbeentestedtoevaluateits
effectiveness.Theresultsshowthatitachievesasimilar
overestimationasparityprotection whileunderestimation
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Fig. 17. Percentage of double adjacent bit flips that introduce a given
deviation on the estimate of CMS protected with the proposed scheme
for adjacent errors for the MAWI trace with k = 32k, r = 4

is almost eliminated. Therefore, the proposed scheme can
be of interest to protect CMS implemented on systems that
use an unprotected memory. In the last part of the paper,
an extension of the proposed scheme to deal with double
adjacent errors was briefly discussed to show that protection
against multiple bit errors can also be supported. Finally, as
part of the evaluation, it is also shown that protecting the
lower bits may be counterproductive. This is because the
estimation deviation introduced by removing counters with
an error on the lower bits may be larger than that of the error
due to the bit flip. However, leaving bits unprotected would
lead to underestimation for some errors. The optimization
of the protection to cover only a fraction of the bits for a
given application is left for future work to further improve
the protection.

The analysis of the impact of soft errors and the pro-
tection schemes discussed in this paper can be potentially
used in other sketches. For example, the Elastic sketch [20]
is formed by a heavy part intended to keep track of heavy
hitters and a light part that is a Count Min Sketch. Therefore,
the ideas presented in the paper may be applicable to
the light part of Elastic sketches. Instead, sketches like the
Heavy Guardian [21] store all the information related to an
element on a single bucket. Therefore, if that information is
corrupted there is no alternative bucket from which to try
to recover an estimate for that element and the proposed
scheme is not applicable. Finally, to optimize the use of
space it is possible organize counters in a hierarchical way
so that counters at the higher levels are shared by several
lower level counters [22]. In this case, the proposed scheme
may be used to protect the upper levels as the counters
would tend to have low values while an alternative tech-
nique would be needed for the lower levels and control
information used to link levels. More generally, studying
the effects of soft errors on other sketches and designing
efficient protection techniques for them is an interesting area
for future work given the growing importance of sketches
in computing and networking applications.
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